Part I. Question 1 to 10, you should choose the answer closest in meaning to the underlined word or phrase. **One answer** only. 2 points each.

1. Regarding the presidential campaign, he does not see eye to eye with his wife.
   (A) have any affection for  (B) have any interest  (C) agree with  (D) show any passion as

2. He suffered a **massive** hemorrhage and was immediately sent to the hospital.
   (A) severe  (B) compact  (C) critical  (D) immense

3. A **novel** idea suddenly came to her mind, she immediately went to see her boss.
   (A) imaginary  (B) new  (C) developed  (D) realistic

4. The voters **opted for** this presidential candidate because he promised to reduce taxes.
   (A) chose  (B) forgave  (C) opposed  (D) advocated

5. He was put through university with money left by his grandfather.
   (A) was admitted to  (B) successfully finished  (C) gave a mission to  (D) carried a responsibility for

6. The lectures in our university are quite liberal and broad minded.
   (A) preeminent  (B) obsessed  (C) renowned  (D) permissive

7. In **Sense and Sensibility**, one sister ends up in a happy marriage while the other loses her first suitor and must fall back on a boring alternative suitor.
   (A) fail to accomplish  (B) slip and hit the ground  (C) change seasons  (D) accept a second choice

8. University of California report warns that unless China radically changes its energy policies, its increases in greenhouse gases will be several times larger than the cuts in emissions being made by rich nations under the Kyoto Protocol.
   (A) oil consumption  (B) discharge of smoke  (C) production of coal  (D) energy saving

9. As a spectator, it's quite easy to **pick holes** in other people's work.
   (A) come up with  (B) keep pace with  (C) get even with  (D) find fault with

10. The students in our school are **predominantly** from the South.
    (A) mostly  (B) scarcely  (C) particularly  (D) partially

Part II. Question 11-15, please choose the answer that best completes the sentence. Question 16-25 you should choose the best answer to fill each of the numbered blanks in the passage. **One answer** only. 2 points for each.

The media [of an increasing number of surgical makeovers] says a lot about Korea’s own **11** makeover. Not long ago, many people saw the country as a decidedly uncool industrial park pumping out cheap cars and appliances. But that started to change in the late 1990s, when the Korean government decided that entertainment could be an export industry. The film business in particular **12** government help and a big influx of private capital...

The popularity of Korean stars is **13**. Korean **14** features as a standard of beauty across the region. Some sociologists see a subtext in the craze: a rebellion by Asian people against the images of Caucasian good looks that **15** much of the international trend.

11. (A) country  (B) image  (C) race  (D) medicine
12. (A) benefited from  (B) inherited  (C) messed up with  (D) suffered from
13. (A) naturalizing  (B) blurring  (C) establishing  (D) diminishing
14. (A) ethnic  (B) export  (C) prominent  (D) legendary
15. (A) export  (B) in charge  (C) take over  (D) dominate

Question 16-18

The topic of thought is one area of psychology, and many observers have considered this aspect in connection with robots and computers: Some of the old worries about AI (artificial intelligence) **16** the question of
whether computers could think. The first massive electronic computers, capable of rapid (if often unreliable) computation and little or no creative activity, were soon dubbed ‘electronic brains.’ A reaction to this terminology quickly followed. 17. computers were called ‘high-speed idiots,’ and effort to protect human vanity. In such a climate, the possibility of computers actually 18. was rarely considered: It was bad enough that computers might be capable of thought.

16. (A) link closely to (B) is linking closely to (C) have close linked (D) be closely linked

17. (A) Putting them in their place (B) They are in their place (C) To put them in their place (D) With putting them in their place

18. (A) being alive (B) could be alive (C) which alive D. are alive

Question 19-20
The average American produces about 20 tons of the major greenhouse gas carbon dioxide (CO2) every year. That might sound like a lot — and Americans do have among the biggest carbon footprints in the world — but the entire world emits around 27 billion tons of CO2 each year, 19. transportation, electricity use, deforestation. Look at those numbers for a moment, and you'll realize there's very little that any of us can do on an individual level to stop climate change. Live like a monk, take away your 20 tons — stop breathing if you’d like — and you'll 20. scratch the surface.

19. (A) by (B) in (C) through (D) with

20. (A) often (B) barely (C) strongly (D) constantly

Question 21-25
Why do Mickey Mouse, Ronald McDonald, and Superman have 21. ? They are all easily identified and powerful symbols of what some people call American ‘cultural imperialism.’ Most Americans would be surprised that these beloved cultural icons are often unwelcome by many overseas.

The cries of cultural imperialism are a 22. phenomenon. 23. western colonial empires in Asia, Africa and South America, nationalists in the newly independent countries often became outraged over the staying power of colonial cultures. These nationalists named the presence and domination of Western culture as ‘cultural imperialism.’ Paul Harrison in his book, 24. , described it this way, “And so there grew up, alongside political and economic imperialism, that more insidious form of control --- cultural imperialism. It conquered not just the bodies. 25. the souls of its victims.”

21. (A) in general (B) in this respect (C) in common (D) in short

22. (A) relatively recent (B) recently relative (C) relative recent (D) recent relative

23. (A) In order shrink of (B) Shrinking of (C) Upon shrinking of (D) With the shrinking of

24. (A) is called Inside the Third World (B) Inside the Third World (C) who writes Inside the Third World (D) that names Inside the Third World

25. (A) and (B) so (C) as (D) but

Part III. Reading Comprehension. In this part, you will read several passages. Each one is followed by one question or a number of questions about it (them). Question 26-40, you should choose the ONE best answer to each question. 2 points each.

Why don’t people consult an herbalist and take his advice instead? One reason is that only a few herbalists have made a thorough analysis of herbal medicine. Most of the time, some herbalists don’t know what makes up the herbal medicine they are prescribing. It is not uncommon that some people, especially young children, may suffer great pain because the herbal medicine qualifications of some herbalists are sometimes called into question. Some
of them have never received enough formal medical education. At best, they have just passed a test, which is
given to make sure that they know the names of certain herbal drugs and their composition; at worst, they are no
more than quacks. Finally, few large-scale experiments with herbal drugs are conducted.

Yet some people still ask herbalists for advice. They do so when doctors declare that no chemical medicine can
treat a certain disease. Under the circumstances, people may gamble with their own lives, acting human guinea
pigs for herbalists.

26. According to this passage, people may take herbs like ginger for several reasons. Which of the following is
NOT one of them?
(A) The herbs are cheap and easy to come by.   (B) Their illness may not be serious enough
(C) The herbs may taste good                   (D) The herbs may really help them recover

27. In this passage, three reasons are given to explain why people won’t go to see an herbalist. Which of the
following is NOT one of them?
(A) Qualification tests are not credible.       (B) Herbalists are poorly educated
(C) Experiments are not widely conducted.       (D) The components of herbal medicine are poisonous.

28. By saying “people may gamble with their own lives,” the author suggests that it is ______ to ask an herbalist
for advice.
(A) sensitive       (B) inevitable       (C) risky      (D) expensive

29. According to this passage, people may go to see an herbalist when their illness is ______.
(A) unknown       (B) incurable       (C) infectious   (D) serious

In the past, writing was considered exclusive and time-consuming. The advent of the printing press popularized
the written word and ushered in the gradual rise in global literacy. The speed and legibility of writing was greatly
improved by the typewriter. But all of these were eclipsed when the personal computer came of age as the
standard tool for writing. But what new dimensions and drawbacks, if any, does it offer?

30. The expression ‘ushered in’ is closest in meaning to ______.
(A) hindered      (B) instigated       (C) procured   (D) harmonized

31. Which of the following could best replace the word ‘eclipsed’?
(A) taken over    (B) redeemed       (C) outshined  (D) reproached

The rules of etiquette in American restaurants depend upon a number of factors: the physical location of the
restaurant, e.g., rural or urban; the type of restaurant, e.g., informal or formal; and certain standards that are more
universal. In other words, some standards of etiquette vary significantly while other standards apply almost
everywhere. Learning the proper etiquette in a particular type of restaurant in a particular area may sometimes
require instruction, but more commonly it simply requires sensitivity and experience. For example, while it is
acceptable to read a magazine in a coffee shop, it is inappropriate to do the same in a more luxurious setting. And,
if you are eating a very rustic setting, it may be fine to tuck your napkin into your shirt, but if you are eating in a
very rustic setting it may be fine to demonstrate a lack of manners. It is safe to say, however, that in virtually
every restaurant it is unacceptable to indiscriminately throw your food on the floor. The conclusion we can most
likely draw from the above is that while the types and locations of restaurants determine etiquette appropriate to
them, some rules apply to all restaurants.
32. With what topic is this passage primarily concerned?
(A) rules of etiquette (B) instructions in proper etiquette
(C) the importance of good manners (D) variable and universal standards of etiquette

33. According to the passage, which of the following is a universal rule of etiquette?
(A) tucking a napkin in your shirt (B) not throwing food on the floor
(C) reading a magazine at a coffee shop (D) eating in rustic settings

Now scientists are beginning to find that the most sexual part of the human body is the brain and it is inherently different in men and women. Scientific literature contains abundant evidence that males and females, even when little boys and girls, fall into distinct behavioral stereotypes. But with the advent of ever more powerful brain scanners, it seems these distinctions are the result of physical differences in the chemistry and neural circuitry of the brain that are laid down at birth.

34. This passage might be from an article on
(A) Human Revolution (B) Men and Women: Minds Apart
(C) Difference in Sexuality between Men and Women (D) The Newly developed brain scanner

35. “That men are better in target-directed motor skills, whereas women are stronger in precision manual tasks” would be a good example of _______.
(A) behavioral distinctions between males and females.
(B) the fact that brain is inherently different in men and women.
(C) cultural influences (D) men being more capable than women

36. What might be a proper title for this reading?
(A) What British people think of Americans. (B) What Americans think of British people.
(C) Great Britain, the ancestors of the Americans. (D) Cultural stereotypes.

British people have mixed opinions about the Americans, reflecting the close but sometimes troubled relationship between the two nations. When people get to know Americans as individuals they have a lot more respect and affections for them than the popular, rather negative stereotype based on a casual meeting or on television programs might suggest. For many British people the US is associated with power in international politics, Hollywood, money and violence. Although Americans believe they rule the world, few of them know much about anything outside the US. The British think that money matters more than anything else to Americans, and they also think the US is a dangerous place where cannot walk in the streets or subways without fear of being attacked. Despite this, many want to go there for their holidays. And Young people generally have a much more positive attitude and love everything that comes out of America.

On the other hand, the US once belonged to Britain, and many Americans have British ancestors, so when Americans think of Britain, they think of a place that seems very familiar. Americans watch British television programs, especially period dramas, see James Bond films, and read detective stories by Agatha Christie. On the basis of these experiences, which are common even to people who are not of British origin, most Americans know more about Britain than about any other country. However, many Americans would have difficulty drawing map of Britain. They think the country consists of London and a village in Scotland where one of their ancestors came from. Every British has a servant and has great respect to the Queen. Americans admire the behavior of the British believing that they are quaint, although they themselves would never want all their social rules. British people, to them, are perfectly polite and proper, always knowing which knife and fork to use, saying “please” and “Excuse me.” However, they are often conceived as being snobbish and do not seem friendly. The famous British reserve seems cold to Americans who are more used to an open enthusiastic way of communicating. Thus a result, when British say: “That’s no problem” when they know that it will be a big problem, it confuses the Americans.
37. What do British usually think of Americans?
(A) They have mixed feelings.   (B) They feel indifferent.
(C) They never want to have any association with American.   (D) They admire everything that is American.

38. Which of the following is true about the US from British perspective?
(A) Most Americans know a lot about the world outside the US.
(B) Few Americans know a lot about the world outside the US.
(C) Americans value power more than anything else.
(D) The US subway is the only public transportation available.

39. When Americans think of Britain, what do they usually feel?
(A) They feel indifferent.   (B) They feel annoyed.
(C) They feel familiar.   (D) They never want to be associated with Britain.

40. According to the reading, which of the following is true?
(A) American can easily draw a British map.
(B) Many Americans watch British television programs.
(C) Americans never wanted to be associated with Britain because they once belonged to Britain.
(D) Americans think only the British movie stars can have servants.

Part IV. Essay. 20 points.
Please write a well-structured essay in 150 to 200 words on the following topic:
As a global citizen, what do you think your responsibilities and rights are supposed to be? Please use examples to support your statements.
1. The pathologic features of Hodgkin lymphoma (based on WHO classification). (15 分)
2. The pathology of Alzheimer disease. (15 分)
3. Describe the pathogenesis and morphologic features of gastrointestinal stromal tumor. (15 分)
4. Compare the distinctive features (both macroscopic and microscopic) of Crohn disease and ulcerative colitis. (15 分)
5. The histologic findings of De Quervain thyroiditis. (10 分)
6. Compare the features of complete and partial hydatidiform mole. (10 分)
7. Describe the following terms: (10 分)
   a. Psammoma bodies
   b. Call-Exner bodies
8. Describe the following neoplasms: (10 分)
   a. medullary carcinoma of breast
   b. medullary carcinoma of thyroid gland
Carcinogenesis in humans is a multistep process and that these steps reflect genetic alterations, please describe these essential alterations. (15%)

2. There are more than 40 germline mutations known to be responsible for hereditary cancer susceptibility. Please describe at least three kinds of hereditary cancer syndromes and their related genes function. (20%)

3. Oncogenes can be classified into five groups based on the functional and biochemical properties of protein products of these genes. Please list these functional categories and one to two genes belong to these family. (20%)

4. Describe the mechanisms cause tumor suppressor genes inactivation. (10%)

5. Describe define what is histone modification and how the roles of histone modification played in the carcinogenesis. (15%)

6. Please described the principles of array comparative genomic hybridization (array CGH) and gene expression profiling (cDNA or oloigonucleotide microarray). (10%)

7. Apoptosis dysregulation is related to cancer, please describe it by example. (10%)
下列題目請任選五題回答，一題 20 分。

1. 試述慢性 B 型肝炎之治療
2. 慢性 C 型肝炎之治療準則
3. 目前肝細胞癌之治療方法
4. 幽門螺旋桿菌 (Helicobacter pylori)
5. 食道逆流性疾病 (GERD)
6. 潰瘍性結腸炎 (Ulcerative colitis)
以下任選四題，每題 25 分。

一、 試述腦血流不足（缺血）的生理病理學及腦梗塞的致病機轉。

二、 試述阿茲海默症的臨床表徵（分階段）及與病理病變的關係。

三、 試述巴金森之特徵，分期與神經精神（併發）病症。

四、 試述血管性失智症之診斷條件與臨床特徵。

五、 試述路易體氏失智症的診斷條件與臨床特徵。

六、 試述癲癇症的神經精神病症。

七、 試述後天免疫不全症候群（AIDS）已致之神經精神病症及致病機轉。